FUMBLE! Rules
Standard Game (3-6 players)
Setup
The game starts by placing the orange ball into the center of the table. Then place
enough white balls for a total of one LESS than the number of players you’ll have
playing the game.
Example: If 5 players will be playing, place 3 WHITE balls and 1 ORANGE ball in the
center of the table.
Next, if you have less than 6 players, remove one set of 5 position cards from your
deck for each player less than 6.
Example: If 4 players will be playing, remove 2 sets of 5 position cards from your
deck (let’s say WR and DE)
Finally, shuffle the deck and deal 5 cards to each player. Players can pick up their
cards and look at them but shouldn’t let others see their hands.

The Snap
The game starts with the winner of the last game calling out “HIKE!”. If this is your
first game then the youngest player gets the call.

The Play
Once HIKE! is called, each player takes 1 card from their hand and passes it FACE
DOWN on the table to the player on their LEFT. After they pass the card, they pick up
the card that was passed to them from the player on their right.
Note: A player should NEVER have more than 5 cards in their hand. That means no
picking up a card until AFTER you have discarded!
Players continue to pass and pick cards in this way until a player has 5 cards of the
SAME POSITION in their hand. That player quickly (and possibly secretly) grabs the
orange TOUCHDOWN ball (+6) from the center of the table.
Once the orange TOUCHDOWN ball has been snagged, the remaining players
scramble to grab one of the remaining white balls as quickly as possible. One of the
players will be left without a ball.

Kicks
WIth all of the balls recovered, the game shifts to kicking time. The player with the
orange ball goes first, setting the cup up about a foot away and bouncing the
orange ball off the table to try to hit an extra point (+1). The remaining players take
shots with their white FIELD GOAL balls (+3).
Note: Don’t be afraid to move the cup further back for a more challenging shot!

Scoring
In the standard game, the player who recovered the orange TOUCHDOWN ball
receives 6 points plus an additional point if they made their extra point attempt. Any
player that hit a shot with a white FIELD GOAL ball gets 3 points.

Winning
The standard game is over once someone scores more than 21 points.

Game Variations
2 Players
Deal all cards in the deck face-down, evenly between each of the two opponents.
Each player turns up a card at the same time and the player with the higher number
in the upper-right hand corner of his card takes both cards and puts them face up in
a discard pile.
After both players are out of cards, the kicking begins! Each player gets a single
chance to score a pong-shot for each card they have won.
Example: Player 1 and Player 2 each start with 15 cards. Let’s say Player 1 wins 10 flips
and Player 2 wins 5… Player 1 gets to shoot 10 shots for 1 point each and player 2 gets
to shoot 5. Whoever makes the most shots wins!

Kickers Delight
In this variation, instead of getting 6 points for collecting the orange TOUCHDOWN
ball, the player instead gets the chance to shoot 7 shots worth 1 point each. The
players who recover a white ball get 3 shots each worth 1 point.

Teams
When an even number of players are playing (either 4 or 6 players), teams can be
divided and scores can be combined between the teams’ players instead of recorded
individually.

Safety
In this variation, the player who DIDN’T recover a ball gets NEGATIVE two points.

2 point conversion
In this variation, the player who recovered the orange TOUCHDOWN ball gets a
chance to take two shots. If they miss EITHER of the shots, they get zero points, but if
they hit them both, they receive TWO points.

